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HERA experimentsHERA experiments

ZEUSZEUSH1H1

HERA HERA 

19921992--20072007

Presented results:Presented results:epep collision at H1 and ZEUScollision at H1 and ZEUS

hermetic multihermetic multi-- purpose detectorspurpose detectors

HERAHERA--I: 1992I: 1992--2000 L~120 pb2000 L~120 pb--11/exp./exp.

HERAHERA--II 2002II 2002--2007 L~350 pb2007 L~350 pb--11/exp./exp.

--Luminosity upgrade: Luminosity upgrade: 

~10x more e~10x more e--p data than in HERAp data than in HERA--II

--Longitudinally polarized lepton beamLongitudinally polarized lepton beam

Total luminosity ~ 1fbTotal luminosity ~ 1fb--1  1  

=> rear/new phenomena => rear/new phenomena σσ~1pb~1pb

should be visible in HERAshould be visible in HERA

H1 ZEUS
e+p 286 pb-1 272 pb-1
e-p 173 pb-1 206 pb-1
Total 459 pb-1 479 pb-1
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MultiMulti--lepton events at HERAlepton events at HERA
How are lepton pairs produced ?How are lepton pairs produced ?

Any excess over SM prediction Any excess over SM prediction at high mass regionat high mass region
is sensitive to new phenomena (e.g. His sensitive to new phenomena (e.g. H±±±± ))

MultiMulti--lepton production is a QED process lepton production is a QED process 

--very well understood in the Standard Model very well understood in the Standard Model 

γγγγ process dominantprocess dominant DrellDrell--YanYan negligible negligible •• eeee --> µµ> µµ

annihilationannihilation

•• eeee --> > eeee

annihilation & annihilation & 
ScatteringScattering

CabbiboCabbibo--ParisiParisi
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MultiMulti--lepton events at high masslepton events at high mass

Look for events with Look for events with at least 2 high Pt leptonsat least 2 high Pt leptons::

PPtt
l1l1>10 and P>10 and Ptt

l2l2>5 GeV and  20>5 GeV and  20˚̊< < θθll < 160< 160˚̊

Additional lepton: Ee>5 GeV or PAdditional lepton: Ee>5 GeV or Ptt
μμ>2GeV  (>2GeV  (5˚< 5˚< θθll < 175˚)< 175˚)

Covered topologies: Covered topologies: 

* * H1H1: : eeee, e, eµµ, , µµµµ and and eeeeee, e, eµµµµ * * ZEUSZEUS: : eeee, , eeeeee

Dominant background:Dominant background:
NC DIS:  NC DIS:  DIS eDIS e + + fakefake electronelectron
QEDQED Compton:Compton: γγ misidentifiedmisidentified as as ee

Selection:Selection:

Invariant mass MInvariant mass Mllll::
Reconstructed using Reconstructed using 2 highest Pt leptons2 highest Pt leptons
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MultiMulti--electron mass electron mass 
H1: L= 459 pbH1: L= 459 pb--11

eeeeee eventsevents

eeee eventsevents

Overall good agreement with the Standard ModelOverall good agreement with the Standard Model

ZEUS: L=478pbZEUS: L=478pb--11
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Topologies with µ(s) Topologies with µ(s) 
H1: L= 459 pbH1: L= 459 pb--11

Overall good agreement with the Standard ModelOverall good agreement with the Standard Model

DiDi--lepton topologylepton topology

TriTri--lepton topologylepton topology
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Event yields at high Event yields at high MMllll > 100 GeV> 100 GeV

ZEUS Preliminary: L=478pbZEUS Preliminary: L=478pb--11

e+p (L=272pbe+p (L=272pb--11)) e+p (L=206pbe+p (L=206pb--11))

H1 Preliminary: L= 459 pbH1 Preliminary: L= 459 pb--11

e+pe+p

ee--pp

All high mass events All high mass events 
MMllll > 100 GeV from > 100 GeV from 
e+p datae+p data

Data 
sample

Data SM Pair Production Compton NC DIS

ee 1 0.9 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.07 0.4 ± 0.12 0.07 ± 0.03

<0.01
0.39 ± 0.10

<0.01

< 0.5
0.04 ± 0.01

< 0.5

eee 2 0.6 +0.5 -0.07 0.6 ± 0.07
ee 1 0.8 ± 0.08 0.4 ± 0.04

eee 0 0.4 +0.5-0.05 0.4 ± 0.05
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MultiMulti--leptons: scalar leptons: scalar ΣΣPt distributionPt distribution
H1: L= 459 pbH1: L= 459 pb--11 ZEUS: L=478pbZEUS: L=478pb--11

Good agreement with SMGood agreement with SM

e+pe+p

ee--pp
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Event yields at scalar Event yields at scalar ΣΣPPt t > 100 GeV> 100 GeV

Data sample Data SM Pair 
Production

NCDIS + 
Compton

e+p
L=286pb

4 1.2 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.2 0.2 ± 0.1

e-p
L=173pb

0 0.8 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.2 0.2 ± 0.1

All 
L=459pb

4 1.9 ± 0.4 1.5 ± 0.3 0.4 ± 0.1

Data sample Data SM Pair Production Compton NC DIS

0.23 +0.07-0.06

0.24 +0.07-0.06

0.47 +0.15-0.11

0.02 ± 0.01

0.01 ± 0.01

0.03 ± 0.01

e+p
L=272pb

2 0.93 +0.10 -0.09 0.67 ± 0.07

e-p
L=206pb

1 0.65 +0.08-0.07 0.41 ± 0.04

All 
L=478pb

3 1.58 +0.16-0.12 1.08 ± 0.11

ZEUS Preliminary: L=478pbZEUS Preliminary: L=478pb--1 1 

H1 Preliminary: L= 459 pbH1 Preliminary: L= 459 pb--11

H1:All events at high H1:All events at high ΣΣPt   Pt   
come from e+p datacome from e+p data

MultileptonsMultileptons: electrons only: electrons only

MultileptonsMultileptons: electrons and : electrons and muonsmuons
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Search for doubly charged HiggsSearch for doubly charged Higgs

In extension to SM: In extension to SM: 

HH±±±± appears in Higgs appears in Higgs triplet(striplet(s) of non) of non--zero hyperchargezero hypercharge

LeftLeft--right symmetries: SU(2)right symmetries: SU(2)RR x SU(2)x SU(2)LL X U(1)X U(1)BB--LL

provides mass to provides mass to MajoranaMajorana neutrinosneutrinos

Couplings to leptons Couplings to leptons hhllll
R,LR,L unknownunknown

Democratic scenario: Democratic scenario: hheeee=h=heeμμ=h=heeττ

One dominant coupling One dominant coupling hhelel>>0, others ~0>>0, others ~0

HERA: eHERA: e±±pp-->l>l±± HH±±±± X X 

where where HH±±±±--> e> e±± ll±±
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Double charged Higgs Double charged Higgs 
Selection:Selection:
Data: HERAData: HERA--I L=118 pbI L=118 pb--11

eeee, e, eμμ: based on multi: based on multi--lepton analysislepton analysis

eeττ with with ττ-->e,>e,μμ and and hadronshadrons

2 high2 high--PtPt leptons with leptons with the same chargethe same charge as a beam leptonas a beam lepton

Reconstruct inv. mass Higgs candidates Reconstruct inv. mass Higgs candidates -- MMllll

Results:Results:
MMllll>65 GeV>65 GeV

ObsObs SM exp.SM exp.

eeee 3      2.45 3      2.45 ±±0.110.11

eeμμ 1      4.171      4.17±± 0.440.44

eeττ 1      2.1 1      2.1 ±± 0.50.5

MMllll>100 GeV>100 GeV

Only one Only one eeee event satisfies event satisfies 

the final selection the final selection createriacreateria

No evidence for HNo evidence for H±±±± => set limits=> set limits
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Double charged Higgs: resultsDouble charged Higgs: results

Upper limits for HUpper limits for H±±±±

production at 95%C.L. production at 95%C.L. 
derived by modified derived by modified 
frequentistfrequentist methodmethod

Best sensitivity:Best sensitivity:
σσxBr(hxBr(heeμμ)<0.05 )<0.05 pbpb

HH±±±± ee±±ττ±±

HH±±±± ee±±ee±±

HH±±±± ee±±μμ±±
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Double charged Higgs: upper limits on Double charged Higgs: upper limits on hheeee

LEPLEP, , TeVatronTeVatron::
--HH±±±± Pair Production: Pair Production: hhelel independentindependent

HH±±±± boson couples to boson couples to electronelectron--electron  pairelectron  pair onlyonly

OPALOPAL::
--HH±±±± single productionsingle production

Topologies: Topologies: eeee and and eeeeee (excess was observed in HERA I data)(excess was observed in HERA I data)

Limits are set for leftLimits are set for left-- and and 
rightright--handed handed hheeee couplingscouplings
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Doubly charged Higgs: upper limits on Doubly charged Higgs: upper limits on hheeμμ and hand heeττ

HH±±±± boson couples         boson couples         
to to electronelectron--muonmuon pairpair onlyonly

For couplings of For couplings of emem. strength . strength hheeµµ~0.3:~0.3: mass exclusion mass exclusion MMHH±±±± > 141 GeV> 141 GeV

Topologies: eµ and eµµTopologies: eµ and eµµ

hheeττ~0.3~0.3: mass exclusion : mass exclusion MMHH±±±± > 112 GeV> 112 GeV

Topologies: Topologies: eτeτ and and eττeττ

HERA limits extend beyond LEP, HERA limits extend beyond LEP, TeVatronTeVatron reachreach

HH±±±± boson couples         boson couples         
to to electronelectron--tautau pairpair onlyonly
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SummarySummary

MultiMulti--lepton production has been investigated in lepton production has been investigated in epep collisioncollision

-- all HERA data were all HERA data were analysedanalysed by both ZEUS and H1 coll. (~1fb) by both ZEUS and H1 coll. (~1fb) 

-- general good agreement with the SM prediction general good agreement with the SM prediction 

-- Events at scalar Events at scalar ΣΣPtPt > 100 GeV:> 100 GeV:

H1: H1: 4 observed4 observed where where 1.91.9 is is expectedexpected ((all events in e+p all events in e+p collision)collision)

ZEUS: ZEUS: 3 observed3 observed where where 1.61.6 is is expectedexpected ((2 in e+p2 in e+p and and 1 in e1 in e--pp collision)collision)

Exotic production of HExotic production of H±±±± has been studied by H1:has been studied by H1:
-- All e, All e, µµ, , ττ topologies topologies analysedanalysed

-- Constrains on the HConstrains on the H±±±± production crossproduction cross--section x Br were obtainedsection x Br were obtained

-- Limits were set on diagonal Limits were set on diagonal hheeee and nonand non--diagonal couplings hdiagonal couplings heeµµ, , hheeττ

-- HERA limits extend beyond LEP and HERA limits extend beyond LEP and TeVatronTeVatron reachreach
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Backup slidesBackup slides
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High mass events H1High mass events H1
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High mass events ZEUSHigh mass events ZEUS

Mass = 100.8 GeV, Pte1 = 50.4 GeV, Pte2 = 50.0 GeV, 
θe1 = 1.12(rad), θe2 = 0.97(rad).
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MultiMulti--electrons: summary tableselectrons: summary tables

ZEUS HERAZEUS HERA--I+II (L=478pbI+II (L=478pb--11, preliminary), preliminary)

H1 HERAH1 HERA--I+II (L=459pbI+II (L=459pb--11,, preliminary)preliminary)
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MotivationMotivation
H1 results for H1 results for eeee and and eeeeee channels (HERAchannels (HERA--I data)I data)

H1 H1 CollColl,, ,, EurEur. Phys. J. C31 (2003) 17. Phys. J. C31 (2003) 17

Distribution of inv. Mass of 2 highest Pt electronsDistribution of inv. Mass of 2 highest Pt electrons

General good agreement with SMGeneral good agreement with SM

Interesting events at Interesting events at MeeMee >100 GeV>100 GeV

HH±±±± production?production?
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Event Selection H1Event Selection H1
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Event Selection ZEUSEvent Selection ZEUS
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